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AERONAUTICS

THX 6-3’C!lT-4-iNCK WIND TUNNEL AT THE

WASHINGTON NAVY YARD

By G, L. Desmond and. J. A. McCrary

~reface.- Prior to July 1930, this laboratory was
equip~ed with an 8- hy 8-foot closed return-circuit wind
tunnel (refOrence 1), and a 4- by 4-foot N.P.L~-type tun-
nel. The limitations of the latter together with demands
for increased wind-tunnel testing facilities justified its
replacement by a larger tunnel, Accor&ingly, the Bureau
of Construction and Repair authorized the construction of
an open-throat enclosed return-passage tunnel embodying
the best available desigu information and scaled. %0 suit
housing facilities. ghis new tunnel with a circular jet
of 6Ffoot-4-inch diameter provi~6s a smooth air stream
capable of a maximum speed of 120 miles per hour. The
tunnel construction was begun in August 1930 and completed
in April 1931. The aerodynamic balance was iristalled in
September 1932.. -.

TILe material of this report falls naturally into
three parts. The first part is a description of the-tun-
nel and itS-a.UXili8.ry equipment. Khe second part ie a
discussion of the calibration tests which have been car-
ried or. since the completions hut interrupted from time to
tine for the prosecution of more urgent work. The most
important results of these tests are presented in graphi-
cal form. In conclusion, t~ypical air force and moment
curves aro presented for the XPH-1 flying boat and com-
pared with similar results from the 8- by 8-foot wind tun-
nel.

7X!!SCRIPTSON OF THE TUNNXL

Generalti- The 6-foot-4-inch wind. tunnel is located on
the s;~;==~nd third fToorE”of the Uodel Storage Building,
in which the 8- by 8-foot wind tunnel is also housed~ A
seotional elevation and the principal dimensions of *he
tunnel are given in fi~re 1.

—

The air flows from a pressure chamber 12 feet 8 inches
square, accelerates through the converging 8ntrance cone
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to form a circular air jet of 6-foot-4-inch diameter, and
passes the open test section, a distance of 6 feet 7
inches ● Entering the helled exit cone, whose throat diam-
eter, is 6 feet 7-1/4 inches, the air decelerates through
tfie enolosed return -passage, completing its circuit on t!le
floor above whore the .tuntiol cross soctiori once more be-
comes 12 feet C .Inchos sq.uarec .

--- —
., . . =
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The tunnel has an ovor-all length of—5-6 feet 4 inchen,
a height of 30 feet~ and a maximum width of 12 feet 8
inches. It is constructed of ‘s&eet metal one-sixteenth
inch thick,” riveted into sections, and stiffened with
steel anP?lesQ .The sections are bolted together in assem-
bly and support-cd by steel footings from the floors of the
building. Air leakage IB materially reduced by tarred
r~ofi;lg paper in the riveted seams, and felt between tho
bolted sections.

~~est .sectiong- The entrance a~d exit con8s are made
of l.aminat;~~, each turned to size in a laths, and
bolted in place. Thts construction was of value during 8

calibration tests when alterations were desired? A. w(?Qd@xl -_
platifc~timbelow the open jet provides easy access to tho
test ~3ection and also serves as a protection for tho bal-

-*

ace, A carriago with a vertical. member on each side of
the air stream is susPended from the ceiling so that it...—- .—
may bo moved upstretirn or downstream. This facilitates the
suspension.of teat specimens in tho air stream which do
not roqui.re force measurements and which are not suitablo
for mclunting on tfie aerodynamic balance.

. .... ,.—

~~xit cone..- In. the origi~al construction the exit
cone was helled from 8-foot diam.etcr to a .thro.atof 6-
foot-~-inch diameter (see fig. 2), whence .it e~anded as a
ri~ht c-ircular cone in continuance of the return passage.
Princi.yally becau?e of the expansion in passing the o~en
test ~i.btit~on, the entire air stream could not enter the
return passage through the exit cono. Ao a result, a
‘Stagnation ring ~~was formed in the bell and the outer
bounda,ry of air deflected making an vndesirahle spill into
the vicinity of the operator. This exit cone was later
replaced, tha origi~~l 8-~oot--iii.ano%~ iiecreased to ?foo+
~ in.hos, equivalent to the lfstagnation ring~’t and the
spill allowed to pass oil downstream. <

.
Guide vanesg- AS shown iv $$.gux.e3s” aide vanes are

u“

place~ i. n.fne,corners af tbe.i.unmdl..to assist in turninti
the air smogth3y~ g~~e ~anes i~ediately upstream from the ,t,=. .. --a i,.. .—.Z.......”. *

.. ,“ ----- .-.. .. . ,..;A. . . . ...... ... . -------
-. ,::;,. ..
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entrance cone have the dimensions as given in figure 3.
The vanes in ‘the remaining three corners of the”tunnel &re
larger and are dimensioned according to figure 4Q The camb-
ered surfaces are circular area intersecting at the tiail-
ing edge and connected at the lead,ing edge by an arc of
small radius. —._

The vane contours were formed ‘Dy nailing galvanized.
netal sheets to t’he wooden leading and trailing edges sep-
arated &j properly shapea ribs,

Hone~com’b,- A honeycomb placed ahead of the entrance-—
cone serves to stabilize the air” flow and smooth out pres-
suro surg~s. .It is formed %y 16 concentric rings whose
radii increase in irltervals of 4-3/4 inches to a maximum
diameter of 12 feet ‘7 incliesg Radial vanes are spot weld-
ed at uniform intervals between the rings, so that the
cellc! have an approximate area of 1744 square inches, The
depth of the honeycomb is 24 inches,

Promeller and riotor.- The air flow in the tunnel-;s”””
generated by a three-blade, adjustable-pitch, .alu@inum-
alloy propeller designated as Bureau of Aeronautics DGs”ign
CS-3. The tips of the ori~inal 13-foot diameter proyeller
mere cut off to s, diameter of 10” feet ‘7* inches for use in
the tunnel.

The propeller is mounted on a 4-3/4-inch diameter
steel drive shaft, 13 feet 9* inches long and directly
coupled to the driving inotor outside of the tunnel. The
d-c, shunt-wound, i.riterpole-drive motor has a rating of
200 horsepower at 230 volts and 1,200 r.p~m~ The Ward
Leonard, or voltage control system, is used for speed reg-
ulation and permits the close adjustment of any iiesired
air speed within the range of 1(I to 120 miles per hour-

Four stxuts of 3/4- %V 6-inch bar s-~e;l Sp-aC&a”g-br
apart were originally installed to support the thrust bear-
tng immediately behind the .propeller~ The propeller blades
whipping past these struts set up pressure pulees that
could. he distinctly ‘hoard at the higher tunnel speeds,an~
could easily be distinguished from the other tunnel noises,
To reduce the noise from t’his source, the above struts
were replaced by a secona set “having a crose section of
aerodynamic form but curved away from the propeller as far
as strength considerations permittods This arrangomen%,
shown in–figure 1, has been-found
some of the noise of operation-

beneficial in reducing

——
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Air-speed measuromen&. - A W$S, H, standard pitot tube,-—-—— -—
fastened to the face of the entrance cone and calibrated
to the average dynamic pressure of the test section, is
used in connection with a multiple-tube manometer to ds-
termine the air speed,

., .-.;-. -.-.-----“.’*-. .*...-:-{.

The nanometer ia shown at the left in figure 5*
Ilight ,glass tubes are partially imbedded in its sloping
face, their ends terminating in side wells and the side
wel~~ :properly connected to the pressure inlets and main
liqutd res~r~oir, The glass tubes are set at varying
slopes in order t? have nearly uniform graduations on the
mile-per=hour scales The ends of the tubes overla to

Ykeep the meniscus of the indicating fluid (alcohol alwaya
Visi-olea An adjustable float in tihe main liquid well pro-
vides afi”atijustmen”tfor zero setting. .Tho manometer has a
range of O to 805 inches of water, equivalent to an al.r-
spGe& range of O to 130 “miles per h,our~.. .- ,. ..-, :: .... ...-....- ........ .

. ...— —-.-—.
, .-, T -s

—-.

.—.
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Attack-ang&c measure.rnent.,-An inteqso line sourco of.,-...——
Iight, focused th~~ugh a lens and reflected from a small
mirror on the spindle of the aerodynamic balanco to a m-_
ground-~glass ,scale, servos to measure tho angle of attack
of airplano and airfoil modelso This method increases tho
accuracy of settimg over the vernf.er.scale, with which tha
balance: is equipped, and also permits the compensation of
any heuding or deflection that occurs in the balance E&s-
$em* “- --- _ - --: - -:-:”:“’--:””:~:”:”:::___:..:.:-L_--L_. - ~<...—. —===.:—~—..—

.. .... .

The”mirro~; may ~e seen projoc~ng throug~ the wind-
—-

shield in figure 6 and the graduated scale ii shown oa the
underside of the platform near the top center of figure 5.
The mirrcsr con’si.st-sof five trapezoidal-shaped, plane fac-
ets of poli~hed stati~less steel fastened to a steel base–
in such nariner as to form the concave segment of a primaa-
toidal surface. This assembly is clamped to the balance-
spindle and rotates with the test specimen about the moment
axis when the angle of attack is changed. When the normal
median plane of “a facet is vertically above tho center of
rotation, the incident light beam fs reflected downward
in tho vertical plane to the ground-glass scale. Rotating
the mirror changes the incidence- an.glg of the light beam
wit-n aoresultant shift in the refleotod image on the scale.
With 5 rotation fron t%e canter position, the light beam &

is intercepted by the matched edg=s of
to form two_imagesl one inage leaving,
iug the ~cale, lath facet has a range
the mirrbr has, a total range of ~oo,

an adjoining facet.
and t~e other enter-
Of 10 rotation and #

-..=.. .
.-i+.;:.-.:..;+=,.“”=:;-“:3L,Sr .:----.!.. T:. i=.... ..-.

.. >..i. L:L’.=
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TEE AERODYNAMIC BALANCE

.3.

General .- The aerodynamic balance for the 6-foot-4-....— —
inch wind tunnel is a rnoclification of the 6-compon8nt ba,l-
anca now in use in the 8- by 8-foot wind tunnel, T4e con-
tinued satisfactory working of the original balance sinco
its installation in 1921, together with its ease of opera-
tion, s.daptability to airplane-model testing, and accuracy
of measurements, was sufficient evidence that a similar
type balance would be desirable for the new wind tunnel,
The new balance maintains the working principles of the
original balance, The test specimen, however, is s’ipport-
ed above the weighing mechanism instead of below it as in
the case of the balance of the 8- by 8-foot tunnel, only
a brief description of the balance structure will ha givoa
hero as a detailed discussion of the original balance nay
be found in reference 2.

—.- - —.

T%e weighing mechanism of the balance is shown photo-
graphically in figuro 5. The steel tube penetrating the
platform at the top of the picture is the spindle, and

—

carries the model as .s-hewnin figure 60 The windshtbld
surrounding the spindie is made to the Navy No, 11 strut
section, a~d reduces the tare forces of the balance to
a%out 10 percent of the minimum &rag of an average airplane
models A sectional elevation of the %alance in figuro ‘7
shows the important working parts-

.— ---

Forc!e system.- A steel frame mounted on four elastic
steel posts is capable of very nearly frictionless motion
in any direction in a horizontal plane- !l!hismotion is
constrained, howevea, to provide horizontal tratislation in
one direction, which motion, wh=n connected through a bell-
crank systen to a weighing beam, provides for measurement
of drag forces. There is no provision for the meastirement
of side drag forces since the necessity of suc~ tieasnr”e-
ment is too infrequent, and they may ba obtained on the
balance of the 8- by 8.-foo% tunnel whep neede?~ However,
a side drag weighing mechanism could easily be in”titalled
on the new balance should it %ecomo necess-aky-~ ——— ._

A lift tube is supported ver~ically at the center of
the floating frame through elastic knife-edges to a prOp-
erly counterbalanced. weighing beam. The lift pipe is

—.

guided in frictionless vertical translation %y horizontal,
taut , elastic steel rods. These rods also serve to transm-
it any horizontal translation of the lift tube to tho
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floating frame, The
above the surface of
t-he floating frames

—. - -. ::. -—. . . . . . . .. . .

lift and drag weighing beams are set e

an all-metal table which surrounds
.x..-:.-

M.ornentsy8tem.- Inside of, and supported by, the up-
per end of the lift tube, is a close-fitting stool yaw
tube, ..At th~ point of support, a worm gear, with a mi-
crometer head! engaging a worm wheel on the yaw tube~
serves to rotate the yaw tube, and eventually the test
specimen, through any desired angle of yaw. Inside. of
the yaw tube, a third or cente.~.tube is supportod as a
frictionless to~sional pogdulum. .A taut? ~t-~~l w~ret
0.135-inch d~arneter, anchored within, and coaxial with
the co:~tmr tub-~ is firmly grasped at its mid-point by a
transverse bridge tiar securely seated in the yaw tube,
!l!neanchors for this wiro aye of sufficient size to ac-
commodateohardened, steel insortsc Four radial kaifo-
edges, .-90 apart, at each end of the yaw tube? press
against these inserts at the axis of the contor tubo and
hold it coaxial with the yaw tube- In this manner, the
center._tube “pivots vrikhout friction relative to tho yaw
tube, ~;!thismovemg~t~ ho~qv~r, is constrained and trans-
ra-i,tted.~rough a bell-c~an.k linkag.q tQ_.tl@ T%w$Yg !nOme.nt...
weighing Iie-ifio -.-..

,*-.:...-.=-=..-—--==-’. --—--.-’-”==”--””
~l~e”””cent”er”t~%e exte~ds above”””th;’-”weighingbeams into

the air stream of the tunnel, A machined steel shank,
fitted into tile end gf the center ..t.wbe.carries a pulleY
wheel in conjunction with a dovetai-1 fitting for holding
the teE.t specimen. Thii pulley is mounted on an elastic
kni.fe-edg=, Pitching moments about this knife-edge are
transferred ‘Dy a taut, steel belt to a weighing beam belows
also mounted on elastic knife-edg@s* A worm sector and
gear wit-h a micrometer head in the belt-and-pulley system
provides for pitmhing the test specime~ in the air stream
to any desiro.d attitude? The moment weighing system, i=
cludinti-the beam, is ~~.ss.ernblodon the upper end of the
center tube as a separate unit and may be removed from tho
balance with ease, leaving the air stream clear for tests
not requirin~ the use OS the balances

*

All forces and moment-~ are weighed on beans vibrating
between alectric contact stops at the= beam ends- The con-
tacts energizo tho l/200 horsepower motors used in driving
the rider.weights to balance ]?ositionst The movoine~k be-
tween tho stops nevey exceeds 0.g03 inch, which movement
when transferred to tho floating ~embers of the balance
reduces to the orkler of 0.0006 inch as,a maximum, and fixes _-...T-:--:— -.:. . .- .-,. ...”,“.

.— ..- . ...- .--- ..,. -- ..--:.
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the displacements and rf3sultant friction lossef3 as negli-
gible quantitiaso A micrometer disk at the end of each
beam, together with gra~aatfons on iho beam, make it pos-
sible to record forcos to 0,001 potiiidand moments to OCOO1
pouad-inch. The balance is supported on a steel structure
independent of the surrounding building, Qhis leaVeE the

‘- lalance free from vibrations of the building and imliioves”
its performance greatly.

CALIBRATION TESTS

Generalo- A transverse central area, 4 feet square, at—--
the mOdel test locatio~, 2 f“eet 5 Xnches downstream from
the entrance cone, was carefully surveyed for pressure
distribution and for angularity of the air stream. Wire
mesh propGrly located on the upstrean side of the honey-
conb served to bring the dynamic pressuro distribution
over the reference area within +1 percent of the mean val-
ue at 40 uiles per hour. The static pressure amounted to
1.5 percent of the dynamic pressure and decreased slightly
at iho outer boundaries of the iragsverse reference areaa
The wind tiirection was withi~ 3fJ.2 of levelg Measure-
ments of the wind direction iu yaw wore not obtaineii~ Sur-
veYs at stations upstream and downstream from the refer-
enco area, anfi at different air spot3L’sYshowed the above
flow conditions to hold within desirable limits.

-.

Operating characteristics,- Mqasuremeats of tho powoL*
input and spee~ of the driv~ tiotor ware made foi the ail’-
npeed ran~e of the tunnelt These quantities are plottod-”In
fi~uro ‘t, togother wit~ the calculated horsepowol” of the
air stream at the test section and tho r-esultant conven-
tional energy ratio. ghe horsepower input to the drivo
motor was calculated froin the voltmeter and ammeter raad-
ings for tho several air speeds. Data and facilities were
not available for calcula~ing the-motor efficiency, and
this factor ig not i.ncliided in the derived ener~y ratio-

The eilergy ratio at ihe usual test air spoad of 40
miles per hour, is 1*28- qhe maximum etier~y ratio of 1-~-%
occurs at the maxim-am air speed of 120 miles per hour,
Before the installation of the honeycomb, this maximum ra-
tio was 1.’759 The comparatively low value of this ratio
is due 5.ilpart to the ~ropeller$ the hladeti of which were
set at a pitch angle to load the drive motor to rated ca-
pacity, In consequence, the pitch angle is well below the
value for best efficiency,

—.

.
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~)ulsations and bleede~ bolos, - ~ifter reduc.t.ng th~
bell C}n the exit--cono (s00 p. U), vi.olont pulsation devel-
oped at critical air speod~ of 3C and 55 miles per hour,
and at alS s~eeds shove 85 zile;? per hou~, The division
of the outer ai”r boundary at iho lip” of the exit cono wqs
unstable, and tho resultant alternate inflow and spill
caused periodic pressure pulses that camo into rosonanco
with the tunnel structure at those air speeds.

.z-
A;s a first trial at damping th~” pulsafion;i

. :
io opeib-

ings, -each. 4 by 8 i~chesf warecut &.tl19 retqr;a passage
11 feet downstros,m fro_m tho .exi$&~~~~L These ?C~re .ai.Htizlct=_.
Iy bei-oficia’l, a~l~ increasing the number of opent~gs Lo 20,
@liminated t“hc severe “pulsations. Some minor vibrations
and pulaatfons remained but their origin could ‘be traced
to the tunnel structqre. T5ese yer.e.el.igipatg~ by install-
ing tie rods at vital points and by fastening wood lag~i=~
to thti ~~rge flat surfaces of, the .prassure cha.rn.ber~.... , ......

..

....

.:

-—

-—
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. .—.
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~~.+tio pressura q~a_dient downstream,- The downstream
~tatic.~ressv.ro gz*adi.ent, noasured on the center ltne~ was

t

adjusted to.wi.thi.nd.es.irabl_oljyits ~f.~~z.~everal mQnA@_s
of the en”tr”ancea-ridex–i”.tcone-us, ~~o resylt8.._fo<..3S_fli_f_f-..__.-.-_...._.L’”
foront entz’anc”e””and 6&it--conti”conditions are shown in fi&-

.-

ure 2,-~”& ati nearly self-explanatory manner as possible,
Condition I 3ilow.3the gradient of tho ori&insdQu.r?2.t in.._.._.______
w;~fch Iifi.erti.wasno “fl~-re””’””o”n‘t-heen.tr.ante c.one~ .nnd the exit
cone Iil.dthe”largo te~”l previously noted, A~ a first %rial
to improve th~s ~radieut, a flare was formed of woodan ribs
covored with cardboard and fastened to the face of the on-
ti*anc~ .crotie(coriLit3.oq 11). In tho rena.in.:ng tests the
flare wao forrnod Jy working out th_e.j_g~gri.Qln..8Ur2a,ce_..B_.-..–—_______

--

the mom~th of the- 6ntr~nco cone t~..a teyp.~ate~. .A..dccreaso
iu tlzo exit-cone throat diameter was_ acco.mpl~.shgd.by .f.~s: _._~
toninfl wooden han-dg in-t-he throat. Those bands were faired
as WQ1’L as poissiblo to Uliminate ‘mduo_ distur.bagc.q.~ ...... .. ___.. .. ... ..--*

.-<-. =.--,.-:.,> -—.-—
y:~~~l iho l’BS”UltS;- it ~~’be ;&o”; t-ilat“tii;”%i:;; ““o”;

the ent~’ante cone affects t-he pres-sure ~radiont con~idor-”
—

ably, the effect reaching wi,th decreasing magnitude to the
exit Conec CondLtion. X is a graph of the pressure gradlont
existing in the present calibration. It vas considered
satisfactory ‘oecause tho variatio~ over ..~_.no_?r~alnod.el ___.___--—
leugt-h i~. tii~th$nA().5 p“o-rc”e~t--%”fthe dynanic pressure, and
th~ ai:~ flow is snooth. Conditions II, 111, and IV show ~
lower pressure at

a
the ontranco cono, but “this was obtai~,od_____-.-..————

at the eXp6’ns@ o-f“u no~f-ce~ly rough bounda~ layer. Tho
sarm pressure re.ductio.n could proba.hly ho accom~lished with -.9“.. -i.,” ,“; .-.3

1- -. f.-. -’..-, -.+...s:.. -.-:.7--------.-,- _-=

.——
-.. . -----

.: , -s. > -..:,,~
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smoother flow if the length of the flare along sty.e~m were
increased, This was not possible without decreasing the
length of the open jet or cutting in-to the entrance c-one.
farther than desired.,

. ——

Conditions VS, VII, and VISI show that a decrease in
area of the exit cone lowers the static pressure at the
exit cone sltghtly, Further, this effect carries onl~ to
a%out midway of the test seciion and doos not change the
pressure at the entrance cone.

The drop in static pressure near the exit cone in
conditions IX and X, as compared to prior conditions} was
a res”ult of cutting the bleeder holes in the return pas-
sage. An earlier survey of the return-passage had shown
m abnormal pressure rise from the exit cone to the first
set of guide vanes~ Apparently the air was being dammed
at this point, The bleeder holes permitted a pressure re-
lief but did not eliminate the air damming at tho vanest
‘“In order to do this, a relocation of tho vanes would “be
nocessaryo

XpH-1 I’LYING-BOAT TESTS . ‘-. .
.——

General,- The agreement of results for several air-
foil and airplane models tested in the ‘6-foot-4-inch wind
tunnel and in the 8- by 8-foot wind tunnel was sufficient-
ly close “to permit routine testing to be undertaken. Ac-
cordin&ly, the XPH-1 flying boat was given a complete rou-
tine test in pitch and yaw. The lift, drag, and @itching-

-moment curves from this test for neutral elevator are plot-
ted in figures 9 and 10’, in comparison with a similar test
in the 8- by 8-foot tunnel. These results have not been
corrected for tunnel-wall interference as such corrections
are never applied to ordinary airplane-model test~, and it
i~ thought that the comparison of measured forces are the
most desirable~ An exemplary plot of tkes~ corrections to
drag are shown in figure 10, and.their application brings
the lift VS. drag curves into good agreement.

The pitching-moment curve from the ~-foot-4-inch tun-
nel, shown in figure ‘9, indicates static instability in
the attack-ang~e range of -8° to -30”. This condition was
contradictory to full-scale performance, and it was fur-
ther disproved in the 8- by 8-foot tunnel test. In addi-
tion, the latter test shows a better stability throughout
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the ellti.re teGt “Xalig;ti such a condi%ion”.~~ e~;cted i~
comparing results fron~ open-throat afid closed-throat tun-
nels, but the difference in this case exceeds the expecta-
tion stifficiontly to indicate an external, deficiency in.
tho o]~eratiorb of the ,6Vfoot-4-ipc~ t~nne~’, A careful study
of the postiible ”discropancies disclosed two major consider-
ationisa This difference conld be duo to .tho.&urbulence of
tho air stream as it affected the flow arouud the hull of
the f:.ying boat, or to an interference from the windshtold
of t.ho’balan.ce spindles Both of these po~sibilities were
i.nvestligatel~q . -. ... .- -.

Wurbulence4.- The drag-of a 5-inch diameter brass
sphere was used ai an index’of turbulence of the air flow
in th~l_two tunnels, ror drag measurement, the sphere was
“supported 0]1.a streamlined. clip fastened to the spindlo of
tihe aerodynamic Balance. The tare drag of the clip was
measured with the ‘sphere suspended in C1OS8 pn-ximitY to,
hut not touching, the clip. It has boon shown by tests
(reference 3) that supporting the sphQre in t-he above maQ-
nor introduces an interference in the 3ovndary layer in
such mimner as to “increase t-he dr~~-o.~ the .sphere- An at-
tempt wtis made to approximate this interference drag by–-
placing a dummy clip above but not touching the sphere,
t’herel;;doubling the interference. The drag coefficient~
of’ the sphere calculated from test data thus obtained are
plotted against Reynolds ?hmber iil figure 11- Using tho
drag. cocf:ficiont of 0.3 as a criterion, the critical
Reynolds Number of the 6-foot-4-inch wtnd tunnel is Rc ~
295,000, ant the corresponding value in thg 8- ..bY8-foot
tunnel i.s Rc = -210,000~ These values are subject to ~
small error because of the method of support, but the com-
parison %etween the two tunnel-s is thought to be rollablc.
The high- valve of. Rc in the 6-f~ot-4-inch tunnel, indi-

cating comparatively smooth air flow, ‘was,confiri~ed by the
alrupt bre”alcin lift at the ‘burble of an airplano or air-

‘Oil m:%%’’=<. ...<Y.,.. . .:- .. +=+r. .-s. — —.-=+.=.-—----- .--
.-:.+-- -—~------ -. —%Y --

!PWO’ti&-.thO~~;;~rtiused to incrO& th~ turmlenc.~ In
tho 6-;’oot-4-”ifich-tll:,llei, In the first case, a gratiW% of
strings.of Q;06-inch diameter and. spaced one half inch
apart was stretched horizontally across the air stream at “
the entrance cone; In the second case, a wire screen Of
.C1.105-inch-diametGr wire and:lvl/4-inch mesh was placed
about 6 inches inside the entrance cone. The turbulence
of the”.air strgaW ag ind~ca.ted by the sphere drag (fig, l.~)
was thu$””i~~creasea to equal the turbulence of the 8- by
&-foot tunnel,

“;:’:SMI—.
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Yorce tests were made on the XPIi-1 flying boat for
each of the above coalitions, and the results are plotted
in comparison with the original values in figure 9. The
drag gf the %odel was decreased in the attack-angle range
Of -8 to -3 , but it remained unaffected for the remain-
der of the test range. The slope of the lift curve and
the maximum lift of the model were both i.ncreased~ The
sharp %reak in lift at the burble ‘was also diminished
These changes in “forces, howevers failed to change the
pitching moments except in ~~e negative range in question.
Iiere the previous instability was improved to a neutral
stability, indicating that the divergence of the “original
results was due in part to a different= in flow conditions.

Although the sphere drag tests indicated that the tur-
bulence of the 6-foot-4-inch tunnel was incredsed to close- ‘,
ly approximate that of the 8- by 8-foot tunnel, the lift
curve of the XPH-1 flying boat indicates a greater turbu- ~
lence effect %y use of the string grating than by use of ‘
the wire screen. From this it would seem that the sphere ~
measures a llresultant’l turbulence that is not completely
defined, In addlti.on to a component of magnitude, turbu- (
lence may have a component of a dimension which is the
‘lcoarsenessll or l’fineness ~1of the turbulence grains and
this component is effective in tihe air flow about a body- ;
No means are available as yet for the complete measurement ~
of turbulence- .

\
Spindle interference,- Because the pitChing-mOmOnt !

curves from the two tunnels did not have the same slope, ‘d
yet the lift and drag forces agreed within the limits o’f
tunnel-wall corrections, it was assumed that the horizontal
tail surfaces were being’deprived of their full lifting
effort by an adverse air flow induced. ?iy the windshield .of
the balance spindle. This was proved by mounting an air-
foil on the balanc”e in such manner that the angle of at-
tack could be kept constant anti the airfoil rotated
through each of tha regions travorse~ %~. the wings and the
tail surfaces of tho flying boat. In”both cases the lift
of the airfoil decreased as its position shifted to corre-
spond to an increase in attack angle of the flying boat.
The percentage decrease in lift at the normal wing posi-
tion was relatively small and not serious, but in the case
of the tail-surface position, this decrease was appreci-
able ●

Wind-direction surveys with a yaw head in the vicin-
ity of the windshield showed that the wash over the un-
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shielded spindle was only slightly “~~tter than with the
windshield in place, End plates proved of no value in de-
stroying the wash unless tbe plate was quite large, Under *’
these cf%d’d-~~~a.nqp~til~emodel was subjected to tin inter-
ference by its proximity to the la~ge plate, Finally, the
shield,wtis-””tiaii~”asneat”~d as small as the movement of
tihe model permitted, A gnall vane, 4 by 12 inches, was
fastened to the top roar of the windshield and tilted to
the air stream to form a counteracting up-wash. The in-
cli.nation of this vane was determined by the condition of
constant lift on the previously ment-i.oned airfoil for all
positions. ..=.+

.-.,- . ..- ..-. --

In” addition, three vanes of sheet metal, 2 by 8 feet,
were hinged oti the honeycomb and adjusted until the aver-
age wi~d direction f_orward of the W-indshield was within
+0,2° to”le+ela -. <r.....

!L!:heresults of a test on th~ xp%l flying boat under
these “jori”6cted conditions are shown in figure 10, and the *
force and moment plo’ts from.the two tunnels now show good
agreem13ntt n... ,. -—..-.-

*C-
ONCLUSIONS -

.- -.G
.“ -. --=.>=...--..=. ...----.._-._-— - -: -— — --——--

The G-foot-4~-inch wind tunnql and Zts..auxfliary equip--
men,t has proven i~pelf capable of a continuous and reliable
output of data* The-real value of the tunnel will increase
as experience is gained. in checking tha obsorved tunnel
performance agafnst full-scale performance, Such has been
the case of the 8- by 8-foot tunnel, and for that reason
the comparisons in the cali~rattop, t~~~~.~v~ ~eoU,~r_e.@g_a.t-.._._.....–—
ede ,.. -v.<. ~. . .......YrJ.....- -. -.
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